Resist social elitism: give UMC crown

To the Editor:
I would like to add my voice to the appeals of several others in this week's The Tech regarding the Homecoming Queen contest. MIT would annoy my personal social quality, and one I take too much for granted, is its egalitarianism. Many MIT students suffered from the cliques which dominated my high school. One result has been no use for the immature social elitism that this sort of behavior promotes. This democratic attitude is one of the best reasons to attend MIT. It is for one who would have its prices. As students at one of the country's most demanding academic institutions, most of us believe that hard work deserves some acknowledgment. UMC doesn't always have time and effort for a charitable cause. Attractiveness and popularity are pleasant things, to be sure, but should be the student's own rewards. Don't the winners of the UMC contest deserve the honor, too? Students in the MIT community have a right to be involved in the contest. To have only students from one or two houses win would be unfair. I would like to address each of these concerns.
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